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 We are brought into this world with two parents, a mother and a father. It’s an 

equally balance of male figure and female figure, both with different specialties to pass 

down. In the early 1900’s family’s didn’t really believe in separation or divorce; they 

stayed together for the sake of the kids. . As time goes by children become distraught 

from the absence of a father, they can be depressed as well. We learn that people 

came and go in our lives; but the one person that should never leave is a father 

 The pop song “For the Love of a Daughter” by Demi Lovato describes how her 

relationship with her father went bad when he left her at the age of four. She starts the 

song by talking about always hearing her parents arguing. A few years have pass and 

he wants things to go back to normal, she questions it because there isn’t anything to 

go back to. She says he wishes to go back and change it. Lies were all she heard and 

for the longest time she believed him but not anymore. She can’t believe the way he 

acted when she was young; she thought he loved her to never leave her. 

 This song is for all types of audiences, the young and the old. It falls under the 

category of a pop song, with emotional lyrics. The ballad is soft and lovely, then turns 

grudge like as she tries to point out to us that she really wanted her father there when 

he wasn’t. Her powerful lyrics and beautiful voice draw in her audience to listen to her 
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mind blowing song. Fans are blown away by her strong vocals throughout the song; 

they can feel her pain and become supportive and emotional. 

 Songs can be described and written in many different ways depending on who is 

listening or writing the song. “For the Love of a Daughter” is written in perfection, the 

tone and mood being used in a way that brings in an audience. The song is great 

because her tone of voice changes in every verse. Songs can be described and written 

in many different ways depending on who is listening or writing the song. “For the Love 

of a Daughter” is written in perfection, the tone and mood being used in a way that 

brings in an audience. The song is great because her tone of voice changes in every 

verse.  

 When music is relatable it brings in a support. Singers normally sing about 

events that have happened to them in the past. It makes them seem normally, their 

appealing to the plain folk fallacies. Kids shouldn’t have to be put through that because 

it can really mess up their lives or make them a stronger person in the future. 

  

 


